
 

Psalm 73 
 
I was once told by a Christian counselor that Psalm 73 is the sole chapter in the Bible that she reads to her 
clients more than any other chapter.   When it comes to the struggle between the truth of God and 
experiences that speak otherwise, we often feel lost, confused, and hurt; we can find ourselves in a place 
where we begin to slip away.  I am not sure why our senses seem to march in and attempt to dictate our 
understanding of truth, but it is so often the case for us. 
 
This is why Psalm 73 is so immediately applicable, because we relate to it still, all these years later.  It 
does not require a lot of translation – the message is quite clear: I know God is good to the pure in 
heart...but as I look around, I see the wicked prospering.  I cannot make sense of these things…why 
should I follow the Lord if they seem to be just fine without Him and I am left afflicted while committed to 
Him? 
 
Verse 17 is so wonderful. It is through the worship of God in the sanctuary that the Psalmist finds his 
resolve, his understanding beyond experience. It is in the presence of God that we remember He is our 
good – not wealth, not happiness, not health – but God Himself with us is our good.  And this is, at its 
core, the thing that separates the wicked from the righteous.   
 
As Christians, we do not define the truth by what we experience; how futile is that anyway?!?  Think of all 
the different experiences and perspectives…there would essentially be no truth if that were the case!  
No!  As followers of the Lord God, we get to define our experiences by the truth of the Word of God.  
What an anchor this is for us in this life of ups and downs.  
 
Indeed, God is good to Israel, to the pure in heart.  Those far from Him will certainly perish; He will 
destroy all who are unfaithful to Him.  But as for us, God’s presence is our goodness.  We have made the 
Lord God our refuge and we will continue to tell of all He has done. 

 



Discussion 

1.    Read Psalm 73 aloud. What causes you to question the Lord’s goodness or your commitment to follow 
Him?  What about the worldly experience is enticing to you? 

2.    Why do you think you are susceptible to this aspect of worldly happiness? 

3.  What do you need to remember about God today?  What do you need to recommit to trusting about His 
identity, character, attributes, purpose or plan? 

4.     How has this Psalm encouraged, strengthened, or challenged you? 

 

Our Corporate Prayer 
 
Lord, 
You are good. 
You keep us near you, and that is what we need. 
 
Whether we have much or have little: 
You keep us near you, and that is what we need. 
 
Whether we have relationships at ease or relationships in turmoil, 
You keep us near you, and that is what we need. 
 
We have made you our refuge and we will tell of all you have done. 
You keep us near you, and that is what we need. 

 


